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From: Trial Chamber V Communications
Sent: 7
To: Trial Chamber V Communications
Cc: gers; OTP CAR IIB Case Management;

'D29YekatomDefenceTeam@ ; 'D30NgaissonaDefenceTeam ';

Subject:

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Dear

The Single Judge considers that good cause has been shown and grants the request for extension. The Registry’s
deadline is thus extended until 29 May.

Kind regards, TC V

From:
Sent:
To: Trial Chamber V Communications
Cc: OTP CAR IIB Managers; OTP CAR IIB Case Management; 'D29YekatomDefenceTeam ';
'D30NgaissonaDefenceTeam@ ; 'V44LRVTeam@i ; 'V45LRVTeam@i '; Office of the
Director DJSS; 

Subject: Request to Trial Chamber V

Dear Trial Chamber V,

Pursuant to regulation 35 of the Regulations of the Court, the Registry hereby respectfully requests the Trial
Chamber’s authorisation to extend the set deadline of 22 May 2020 regarding the implementation of ICC-01/14-
01/18-492 Order to Review Ex Parte Filings on the Case Record.

The Registry submits that the request for extension of one week would be justified until 29 May (inclusive) for the
following reasons:

1 - The remote working abilities entail slower alternative modes of reviewing and preparing the relevant
submissions (including manual mode instead of automated process, no double screens to cross-check different
versions of a same document);

2 - The resource intensive work required due to the numbers of submissions for which internal and external
consultation is also required;

3 - The deadline of 22 May falls between two official ICC holidays (Thursday 21 and Monday 25 May). The extension
of the deadline is thus requested for a limited number of working days.

The Registry therefore respectfully requests a short extension, by which time it anticipates to have completed the
review and preparation of redacted versions of the applicable Registry ex parte filings.
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Thank you for your kind attention and consideration of the Registry’s present request.

Kind regards,
On behalf of the Registry,
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